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The Context

 Two widely reported and concurrent processes:

 The rise in FTAs (regionalism)

 The increased international ‘fragmentation’ of production
structures
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The Paper
 Uses a novel measure to capture bilateral vertical

specialisation.
 Identifies the channels through which FTAs might affectVS.
 Presents a theoretically derived gravity model of input trade.
 Estimates the impact of a trade agreement on intermediate

goods trade applying controls for the endogenous formation
of FTAs (unobserved heterogeneity).of FTAs (unobserved heterogeneity).

 To show that:
 An FTA increases the value of imported intermediates by 26%

(which is similar to the impact on total trade)
 BUT the value of imported intermediates that belong to a bilateral

value chain are 65% higher between preferential partners.
 1) the use of intermediate products matters and 2) bilateral value

chain activity is more responsive to trade costs and income than
traditional trade flows
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What is Vertical Specialisation?
 The term is to be understood as the fragmentation of production

structures across national borders or the participation in
international value chains.
 Adam Smith’s pin factory
 First unbundling national territory
 Second unbundling internationally

 Although we know this is taking place (Yeats 2001) and can help
explain a significant proportion of the recent growth in world tradeexplain a significant proportion of the recent growth in world trade
(Hummels at al 2001 andYi 2003), researchers are having a hard
time capturing this phenomenon.

 In particular the bilateral element that is needed to look at the
impact of FTAs

 Two possible solutions:
1. Use trade data classifications according to ‘end use’ – UN BEC
2. Use Input Output tables combined with trade data (Lopez Gonzalez

2011 and Johnson & Noguera 2011;JIE)
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Shallow integration: TC/TD
 Refers to the removal of tariff barriers to trade:

Traditional trade creation and trade diversion effects (Viner 1950)

 BUT likely to work in complex ways.

 Can occur at both import and export end of value chain (due to
reciprocity).

 Possibility of dynamicTC.

Magnification effects (Yi 2003)

Fragmented production involves the back and forth movement of goods. Fragmented production involves the back and forth movement of goods.

 Products may incur import taxes at each border crossing (when no
drawback provs) so removing these barriers can impact trade flows by a
multiple of the amount of times that the product crosses a border so
can yield large trade effects

 “as vertical specialisation tends to magnify the effects of barriers, it may also
magnify the welfare consequences, malignant or benign, of preferential barriers”
(Hummels et al 1999)

 Therefore we might expect a higher impact of FTAs on trade where
bilateral value chain activity is present
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Deep Integration

 Identifies the creation of common provisions for
interactions between countries (Common standards, Rule
of Law, market contestability...)

 Creates common economic spaces – Thick Markets
(much like the antecedents of the factory or nation)

Works in more complex ways but can lead to: Works in more complex ways but can lead to:

 Reduced transaction costs

 Increased Investment

 More efficient economic interactions

 Promotion of learning by doing or technology transfer

 Ultimately productivity growth
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Determinants of VS
 Ricardian (Sanyal and Jones 1982, Feenstra and Hanson 1996,

Deardorff 2001,Yi 2003)
 HO (Jones and Kierzkowski 2001, Deardorff 2001,Arndt 2002,

Baldwin & Robert-Nicoud 2010)
 new trade theory (Ethier 1982, Burda and Dluhosch 2002,

Lüthje 2001 and 2003, Baldwin & Taglioni 2011)
 New Economic Geography (Venables 1996, Krugman and New Economic Geography (Venables 1996, Krugman and

Venables (1996) Fujita et al 1999)
 trade in tasks: (Grossman & Rossi-Hansberg 2008 Baldwin &

Robert-Nicoud 2010)
 Organisational choices of firms (Markussen 1989, Jones and

Kierzkowski 1990, 1997 and 1999, Arndt and Kierzkowski
2001)

 Incomplete contracts (Antras & Staiger 2011)
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A model of input trade (Ethier 1982)

 Uses a new trade theory approach with elements of NEG.The
model is based on on Ethier (1982):

 Output (Xi) is produced by combining differentiated intermediate
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 Output (Xi) is produced by combining differentiated intermediate
goods (x) with substitution σ>1.

 This set-up is convenient because it captures the gains that can be
achieved from fragmentation (output increasing in the number of
inputs used).

 Model uses a similar production function but adds varieties and
technological constraints:



A Gravity Model of Input trade

 A gravity model is derived from first principles using an input demand
equation that is obtained from an optimisation procedure:

JLG (2011) – intermediate imports: B&T (2007) –total imports:

 This model is similar in form to the gravity models derived in the literature
(Anderson &VanWinccop 2003; Feenstra 2004; Baldwin & Taglione (2007,
2011):

 Two important differences:

1. The model herein derived uses different mass variables obtained from
a different GE condition

2. It incorporates the presence of a heterogeneous amount of varieties
produced across origins and also a technological parameter
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Data

 39 Countries, 14 years (1995-2008) - around 20,000 obs.

 Mix of developed (EU, Japan, US, Canada...) and emerging
markets (BRICS, Chile, Indonesia, Korea, Mexico,Turkey)
representing 80% of world trade in 2008 (No LDCs).

 Very Eurocentric (EU-27 cohort captures 37% of world
trade in 2008)trade in 2008)

 FTAs
 In 1995 25% of dyads are in agreement, rising to 48% in 2008.

 Temporal variance is limited to 23% of dyads which ‘switch’
into an agreement in the period 1995-2008.

 Agreements with no temporal variation (EU15, NAFTA, EFTA,
MERCOSUR,ANZERTA)
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Data: Intermediate goods

 Four measures of intermediate goods trade

 Intimps_bec: (COMTRADE)identifies intermediate imports
regardless of final use.

 Intimps_tot: (OECD IO tables + COMTRADE).Total bilateral
use of intermediates regardless of final use (like above but
different identification strategy)different identification strategy)

 Intimps_bvs: (OECD IO tables + COMTRADE )Value of
intermediate imports from a particular partner (j) that are
used to produce world exports

 Intimps_bvsbil: (OECD IO tables + COMTRADE )Value of
intermediate imports from a particular partner (j) that are
used to produce exports to that same partner (j)
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Empirical Method

 Recent literature on the endogenous formation of FTAs and gravity
models:

 Magee (2003), Baier & Bergstrand (2004, 2007: JIE), Egger & Larch (2008:
JIE) and more...

 Baier & Bergstrand (2007) suggest that the main problem is unobserved
heterogeneity.

 Countries sign trade agreements as a result of factors that are Countries sign trade agreements as a result of factors that are
unobservable (to the econometrician) which are correlated with the
current trade flow (total, intermediate orVS).

 Magee (2003) finds that present trade flows are good predictors of future
agreements Countries that trade a lot are more likely to engage in FTA
and hence “have chosen well” (Baier & Bergstrand 2004).

 one should be able to (BB 2007:p84) :

“draw strong and reliable inferences about the ATE of FTAs using the gravity
equation applied to panel data”
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Dealing with unobserved heterogeneity
 BB 2007 suggest:

 FE specification superior to RE because unobservables are likely to be correlated
with covariates (i.e. Unobserved variables determine FTA andVS)

 Country-year and dyad FE provide appropriate controls

 BUT choice of FE constrains in sample variance and hence can affect
interpretation of coefficients

  using dyad FE implies that sample variance is temporal by dyad.

 Consequence:The FTA variable only varies in time and hence the
coefficient will capture the impact of ‘switching’ into an agreement.

 Consequence:The FTA variable only varies in time and hence the
coefficient will capture the impact of ‘switching’ into an agreement.
Information on EU, NAFTA, MERCOSUR etc will be ‘lost’ as no variance.

 Proposed solution: Use country-year FE only.These should control for:
 Multilateral resistance (AvW 2003)
 number of products produced in each market
 Technology or preference parameters
 Any other time and country specific characteristic that determines FTA and

trade
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Controlling for Unobserved Heterogeneity

 The log-linearisation of the theoretical model suggests
the following gravity equation:

lnMijt=β0+β1(ln(RGDPit* RGDPjt)) +β2(lnDISTij)
+β3(CONTIGij)+ β4(LANGij)+ β5(FTAijt) + β6(VARIETYjt)
+β7(PREFit)+ uijt+β7(PREFit)+ uijt

β0=Set of FE

 Variety to be captured by lnGDP per capita and
consumer preferences/ differences in factor endowments
by Finger Kreinin indicator of export similarity

 Form of calibration exercise
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Results

 Coefficients on gravity variables are consistent with the
literatureLarger countries facing lower trading costs
trade more with each other

 Countries that engage in trade agreements trade more
with each other.

Dyad FE yield a lower FTA coefficient possibly because
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 Dyad FE yield a lower FTA coefficient possibly because
capturing the ‘switch’ into an agreement (not capturing
time-invariant agreements already in place).

 But which of these methods controls for the unobserved
heterogeneity?



Testing the controls
 “If FTA changes are strictly exogenous to trade flow changes, future

FTAs [FTA+5] should be uncorrelated with concurrent trade flows”
(BB 2007:p90)

 BUT variance of FTA variable is low in sample, many agreements are
in place throughout (EU, NAFTA, EFTA, MERCOSUR).

 This implies that FTA variable is highly correlated with FTA+5 (Corr
coeff 0.8)coeff 0.8)

 Test will fail because FTA+5 will be behaving as FTA. Even though
appropriate controls may be in place.

 Solution: use dyads that did not have an agreement in 1995 and run
the test. (i.e. where we have pre and post agreement observations).

 If FTA+5 not significantly different from zero then future FTAs not
explained by current trade flows and hence appropriate controls for
unobserved heterogeneity have been provided.
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Results: Testing the controls

 Country-year FE appears to yield appropriate controls for
unobserved heterogeneity.

 However coefficients on mass-variable are lower and
coefficients on trade cost variables are higher (except FTA).

 Possibly due to the nature of these new trade agreements –
between more distant economies
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between more distant economies

 Robustness checks on different forward lags of FTA reveals
similar picture.

 If this test is appropriate then it is possible to use Country-
year FE to control for unobserved heterogeneity in the
intermediate goods trade specification



The Impact of an FTA on the Value of
Intermediate goods trade

 Theoretical model suggests estimating: :

lnintMijt=β0+β1(ln(RGDPit* RGDPjt)) +β2(lnDISTij) +β3(CONTIGij)+
β4(LANGij)+ β5(FTAijt) + β6(VARIETYjt) +β7(PREFit)+ uijt

Β0= αit+ ρit

 Estimated for 4 types of intermediate goods Estimated for 4 types of intermediate goods
 Lnintimps_bec: log of imports identified using BEC nomenclature
 Lnintimps_tot: Log of imports identified using IO tables

 Lnintimps_bvs: Log of imports identified using IO tables capturing
the use of imported intermediates to produce total exports

 Lnintimps_bvsbil: Log of imports identified using IO tables capturing
the use of imported intermediates to produce bilateral exports
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Results
 Two types of intermediate goods are being tested: total imports and then

imports that are part of a value chain

 Positive FTA coefficient in first two estimations suggests no discernable
difference between total and intermediate trade. (BEC identification is as
good (or as bad!) as IO approach) FTA effect 25%

 Third column – higher impact on imported intermediates that are part of
value chain FTA effect 30%

 Fourth Column – coefficients seem to double for mass and trade costs!
FTA effect 65%
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Fourth Column – coefficients seem to double for mass and trade costs!
FTA effect 65%

 Evidence of magnification? Or is this a statistical construct driven by
something else?

 Robustness checks Look at net flows rather than gross (same results).
Carry out same analysis for different samples (remove EU, NAFTA etc)
same results. Look at OLS specification (yields coefficients on distance and
economic mass =1 and -1 but FTA effect is 270% contig and language coeff
increase threefold.)



Conclusions

 Evidence suggest that a trade agreement promotes trade
in intermediates but not by more than it promotes total
trade.

 BUT when bilateral value chain activity is considered
there appears to be a greater sensitivity of flows to trade
costs variables and economic mass (supply and demand
variables) This provides some support toYi’s (2003)
costs variables and economic mass (supply and demand
variables)This provides some support toYi’s (2003)
magnification hypothesis.

 It is also in-line with recent observations of Hanson et al
(2005) –Multinational activity- and the theoretical
predictions of Antras & Staiger 2011 and Ornealas &
Turner 2008 - with incomplete contracts:‘hold –up
problem’.
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Contributions

 Empirical: One of the first studies that looks at the impact of
FTAs on vertically specialised trade.

 Theoretically derived gravity model of input trade introducing
heterogeneities in country’s demand for inputs

 Empirical: Country-year FE provide appropriate controls for
dealing with the unobserved heterogeneity problem.

Empirical:The BEC nomenclature behaves reasonably well Empirical:The BEC nomenclature behaves reasonably well
when compared to another identification strategy that uses IO
tables alone. (This might also lend support to the method used
to calculate the indicators ofVS).

 However BEC does not capture the intricacies of the use of
intermediate products which are likely to matter and perhaps
considerably
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Caveats and Way forward

 Need to provide further justifications for results obtained
which may pass through running more robustness checks.

 What about investment (FDI)?

 Theoretical model is demand driven and says very little
about supply conditions Solutions could lie in the
heterogeneous firm literature (Melitz 2003).heterogeneous firm literature (Melitz 2003).

 Spatial correlation is likely to be an issue and violate
independence of FTA variable. Baldwin’s Domino theory
which is receiving empirical backing suggests that
inference placed on FTA variable might be in doubt.

 Need to look at reverse causality. DoesVS cause trade
agreements?
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THANKS!

Questions?
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OLS vs FE

rta 0.996*** 0.503***
(0.067) (0.051)

comlang_~f 1.529*** 1.082***
(0.083) (0.058)

contig 1.596*** 0.413***
(0.024) (0.037)

lndist -1.033*** -2.176***
(0.010) (0.042)

lnmassin~d 0.960*** 1.927***

(1) (2)

29
* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Standard errors in parentheses

R-sq 0.600 0.870
N 20590 20590

(0.966) (3.010)
_cons 11.151*** -27.776***

(0.044) (0.072)
lnfk 0.925*** 0.217***

(0.011) (0.033)
lngd~ap_d2 0.357*** 0.017

(0.202) (0.589)
lngdpcap_d -6.156*** -0.438

(0.048) (0.068)
rta 0.996*** 0.503***
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The Impact of an FTA on Vertical
Specialisation
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Countries in Sample

Country

Argentina Germany India Poland South Africa

Australia Denmark Ireland Portugal

Austria Spain Italy Rumania

Belgium Estonia Japan Russia

Brazil Finland Korea Slovakia
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Brazil Finland Korea Slovakia

Canada France Luxembourg Slovenia

Switzerland
United
Kingdom Mexico Sweden

Chile Greece Netherlands Turkey

China Hungary Norway Taiwan

Czech Rep. Indonesia New Zealand USA



A model of Input Trade (Ethier 1982)

 Ethier (1982) uses a CES production function, capturing
‘international economies of scale’ of the following form:

 Output (Xi) is produced by combining differentiated
intermediate goods (x) with substitution σ>1.

 Set-up convenient because it captures the gains that can be
achieved from the division of labourConsider symmetric
firms so that the price and value of each variety is the same
across origins.The above collapses into:
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 Holding everything else constant, output (Xi) is an increasing
function of the number of intermediate products used
(assuming σ>1).

 If the number of intermediates used can be shown to go hand If the number of intermediates used can be shown to go hand
in hand with the degree of fragmentation then one should be
capturing the division of labour (see Romer 1987 and
Chakraborty 2003).

 But this type of function implies an optimal production
sequence where an “infinitesimal amount of each intermediate
product is used over an infinite number of processes” (Ethier
1982:p391) limitless fragmentation
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A Gravity Model of Input trade

 Derived from an input demand function.

 Augmenting Ethier’s (1982) model and using insights from
Baldwin & Taglione (2007 and 2011) the production function of
a representative producer can be expressed as:

 Firm in country i produces output by combining inputs from
different origins (C) which produce a heterogeneous number
(n) of intermediates (x). The substitution between inputs is
determined by the term σ which is above unity. Ai is a country
specific efficiency parameter and φ is a technological
parameter.
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 The associated input demand function for products originating
from country j (optimisation):

 Where Ci is the amount that country i spends on
intermediate products.intermediate products.

 The value of which is obtained by multiplying this expression
by p(x)=pjτij where pj is the producer price (with a
monopolistic mark-up ai not shown for clarity), and τij captures
the bilateral iceberg cost which is above unity (trade and
transport barriers). So that
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 Assuming that there is a common producer price pj , and
that the sum of all imported inputs must equate to the
amount spent on these C = ∑Vij.

 The following gravity model emerges:

 Where:
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 This model is similar in form to the gravity models derived in
the literature (Anderson &VanWinccop 2003; Feenstra 2004;
Baldwin & Taglione (2007, 2011):

B&T (2007) –total imports: JLG (2011) – intermediate imports:

 Two important differences:

1. The model herein derived uses different mass variables
obtained from a different GE condition

2. It incorporates the presence of a heterogeneous amount
of varieties produced across origins and also a
technological parameter40



Vertical Specialisation

 As described,VS is the bilateral import content of exports so
that:

 Using a symmetric model for total exports we arrive at a
specification forVS that takes the following form:

 Hence bilateral vertical specialisation is explained by relative
differences in the number of intermediates produced; the
production technologies(or consumer preferences); the trade
costs; and the share of output that is spent on intermediates in
each location
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